
Tiny Home Community Retreat                
 
This present plan - brief concerns preparatory action, serving as a basis for 
discussion with potential developers, for the construction of an eco friendly  
prototype Tiny Home Community Retreat in Greece.  
 
The award-winning prefabricated houses “Tiny Turtles” may be deployed for various residential and 
commercial applications and circumstances, ranging from prefabricated housing, to customized 
designer homes.  
 
Potential applications such as social housing – transitional housing for workers, volunteers 
accommodation, student residences, old peoples - retirement homes, office, retail and other 
commercial uses are possible. 
 
The application within the Greek hospitality – holiday homes - channeled to ongoing tourism 
industry demand for high-end eco-friendly accommodation (designer cabins/ boutique / eco –hotels/ 
Airbnb) represent the most immediate source of revenue. 
 
Community Design 
 
By tapping the basic philosophy, including and ensuring personal space and 
individuality in the context of collective action, we are envisioning the construction of a  
Tiny Home Community, as an eco-friendly Retreat, a miniature model village, in the Greek country 
side.  A concept based on  sustainability, all the way, from the embodied architectural ecological 
approach of the shelters themselves –low energy footprint- to the philosophy of the function and the 
use of the development - agriturism, yoga, musical -cultural -educational activities, outdoor sports, 
summer camps  etc. 
 
Master Planning 
 
We envision a scheme, consisting of tiny homes (see brochure- typology - sizes) 
located under and between the trees, providing natural shading & cooling – integrating the 
structures with the landscape, in an organic master planning layout, where the shelters “embrace” a 
commons building, which accommodates the facilities and services of the Retreat   
(kitchen – laundry- storage- bookcase- commons area – dining etc.)  
 
Site Location 
 
A “green” location near the sea, which will combine both summer and winter destination, easy and 
quick access (near Athens – airport) via car or ferry and low current price of land to buy or lease, 
would be ideal. The size of the plot, the topography of the terrain, the infrastructure (electrical 
/water supply & sewage system) and the building regulations, including the potential future 
expansion of the development are crucial criteria of the location and the site plot screening. 
 
The versatility and modularity of our building system, will allow adaptation, expansion and even 
relocation of the structures, according to the future needs of the development. 
 
The present brief is serving as a basis for discussion with potential developers. 
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